Exploration of complex spatio-temporal environmental data demands creative methods of analysis. We present a suite of interactive visualization techniques to explore a three-dimensional Fourier transformation of a geographic time series. Such a transformation decomposes geographic time series data into coherent spatial and temporal periodicities that may be otherwise dicult to observe. The tools reported herein facilitate the exploration of threedimensional representations of both physical and spectral space. These visualization techniques are demonstrated using both idealized and real-world environmental space±time data. Using the tools described, a user may explore existing hypotheses as well as generate new insights into environmental process. Because the spatial and temporal parameters of the phenomena under investigation are not necessarily predetermined, exploration of the data itself using the techniques described in this paper can drive the phenomena de®nition. Ultimately, this technique may lead to insight concerning the behavior of a given environmental phenomenon over a variety of scales, or indicate appropriate spatial and temporal scales for further analysis. #
Introduction
Geographic visualization is a powerful data exploration technique, exploiting the ability of current computing technology to analyze and display dynamically large amounts of information. Visualization refers not only to a set of graphical images but also to the iterative process of visual thinking and interaction with the images (DiBiase et al., 1992a, b ). An interactive visualization environment, in which the user may choose to display the data in many dierent ways, encourages data exploration. One goal of data exploration is the recognition of pattern and the abstraction of structure and meaning from data. Visualization can play a vital role in bringing to light subtle patterns captured within complex spatio-temporal data that may not be immediately apparent in strictly quantitative data analysis methods.
A suite of interactive tools was developed within IBM's Data Explorer (DX) for multi-dimensional spectral decomposition and visualization. These tools facilitate the recognition and interpretation of geographic phenomena within spatial (three-dimensional) or spatio-temporal (two-dimensional plus time) data. Such data typically consists of a series of registered raster layers spaced at regular spatial or temporal intervals that describe a geographic theme. These tools allow the quick and concise recognition of the presence and Computers & Geosciences 26 (2000) 109±118 0098-3004/00/$ -see front matter # 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. PII: S 0 0 9 8 -3 0 0 4 ( 9 9 ) 0 0 0 3 7 -0 relative strength of regularities (periodicity) in space and time embedded within the data. Knowledge of these regularities contributes to the recognition of geographic phenomena captured within data sets as well as the behavior of such phenomena across spatial and temporal scales.
The remainder of this paper is divided into three main sections. The ®rst discusses the nature of periodicity in geographic data and the utility of extracting periodicity in geographic analysis. The second describes our approach to the visualization of periodicity and the third section describes the visualization tools in detail and demonstrates their use on synthetic and climatological data sets.
Interpreting periodicity in spatio-temporal data
Spatial and temporal properties are often used to de®ne and distinguish geographic phenomena. One of the most intuitive of such properties is extent. Spatial and temporal extent can be generally interpreted as a phenomenon's volume and duration, respectively, although some phenomena do have spatial and temporal boundaries that are non-discrete. However, understanding geographic process requires more than knowing an object's size and life span. The property of periodicity can provide additional insight into geographic process by indicating aspects of the spatio-temporal behavior of geographic phenomena.
Periodicities of geographic objects and ®elds
For geographic phenomena that are conceived of as distinct objects, temporal periodicity refers to the recurrence interval of the occurrence (or instantiation) of a type of phenomenon at a given location. For example, the temporal periodicity of summer thunderstorms in State College, PA, re¯ects how often a thunderstorm occurs in State College during the summer. Clearly, this periodicity does not refer to the behavior of one single thunderstorm that consistently passes through State College like a racecar around a track but to the set of temporal occurrences associated with a group of individual precipitation events. It is the categorization of these individual, yet similar, precipitation events into a class of phenomena (thunderstorm) that allows for the interpretation of temporal periodicity. Likewise, a value of spatial periodicity implies the simultaneous existence of a set of similar geographic objects arranged in some spatial pattern, for which the measure and strength of regularity can be calculated.
Interpretation of periodicity becomes further complicated if the geographic phenomenon is conceived of as a continuous ®eld that exists throughout a space and that has no intrinsic spatial or temporal boundaries (see Burrough and Frank, 1995; Couclelis, 1993; and Peuquet, 1988 for a discussion of ®eld versus object conceptualizations of geographic phenomena). If the ®eld changes very little with time, for example topographic elevation, its temporal periodicity is insigni®-cant, but its spatial periodicity gives insight into the spatial texture of the ®eld. Conversely, if a ®eld varies little over space at any given moment but changes cyclically over time, such as the surface elevation of a reservoir, the temporal periodicity describes the analogous temporal texture of the ®eld. Spatio-temporal data sets, however, are often variant in both space and time. The global temperature ®eld, for example, is characterized by variation from equator to pole and from winter to summer. The combination of these textures represent`movement' within the ®eld, changes in temperature as warmer and cooler regions cyclically migrate over the surface of the earth along semi-predictable paths. The spatial and temporal periodicities of such a ®eld indicate the dominant spatial arrangements and recurrence intervals of this pattern of movement.
Identifying periodicity (and extent) properties of ®eld-like' geographic phenomena may contribute to the extraction of geographic entities, such as mountains and valleys from elevation and warm and cold air masses from temperature. However, this classi®-cation of geographic objects must be spatially and temporally exhaustive if it is to commit to the initial conceptualization of the domain as continuous. In the domain of earth surface temperature, for instance, a moving air mass object must be displaced by another air mass object; there cannot be a spatial or temporal absence of air masses just as there cannot be an absence of temperature. In the case of a non-exhaustive partitioning of space±time, periodicity is just as apt to describe the textures of the absence of objects as it is the textures of their presence.
The paradox of scale
Properties of spatial and temporal extent and periodicity play a prominent role in the de®nition of geographic phenomena because they are also the parameters of scale, a primary factor in geographic cognition (Couclelis and Gale, 1986; Downs and Stea, 1973; Mark and Frank, 1996) . Unlike`table-top' objects, a single substance (the matter of which a phenomena is composed) may be recognized as dierent, often hierarchically nested, geographic phenomena when viewed at dierent scales (Smith and Mark, 1998) . For example, the substance water is called a puddle, pond, or lake depending on its size.
Because spatio-temporal data are usually composed of a set of measurements collected at only one spatial and temporal scale and resolution, only one scalebased view of a substance is captured. Other phenomena that are taking place within a simultaneous space and time, but whose feature manifestations are of dierent extents and periodicities, are ignored. This con¯ict has been explored in the ®eld of landscape ecology, among others. Turner et al. (1989) note that the scale of data used for a given study must be appropriate to the scale of the phenomenon under investigation to foster analyses of known integrity. Similarly, Meentenmeyer (1989) states that in building predictive environmental models, the choice of variables and the causal mechanisms they are designed to represent are contingent upon the scale of study.
Because of the inter-scale relationships among geographic phenomena, however, determination of some optimal scale of analysis is an oversimpli®cation. Many phenomena require multi-scale sampling for their recognition and interpretation (Schneider, 1994) . To ensure capture of a particular phenomenon within a data set for analysis, one needs to know how a phenomenon's extent and periodicity properties behave across a variety of spatial and temporal scales. Paradoxically, this knowledge is often the goal of the investigation.
In this paper we propose an inductive approach as a potential solution to this paradox. Instead of conceptualizing geographic phenomena and their properties of scale prior to analysis of a data set, exploration of the data itself drives the phenomena de®nition. The premise of this approach is that a spatio-temporal data set is composed of multiple real world instances (or events) of geographic phenomena. It is assumed that a series of these events exhibits consistent spatial and temporal extents and periodicities. Visualizing consistent periodicities reveals the dominant spatial and temporal textures and recurrence intervals captured within a data set. These properties of periodicity indicate the dominant scales at which a geographic phenomenon behaves and encourage the multi-scale abstraction of geographic objects from ®elds of spatio-temporal data.
Project design
At a conceptual level, our goal is to create a visual data exploration system that is inductive and¯exible, a system that encourages hypotheses generation about the data and that provides the user with a variety of exploratory approaches. At an operational level, these conceptual goals are realized by a visualization environment that is dynamic (able to represent change in real-world time), interactive (supports user manipulation) and linked to a database. At an implementational level, dynamic and interactive system features include animation, real-time change, three-dimensional image rendering, basic user navigation (panning, zooming, rotating) and color manipulation.
Research context
The suite of tools described in this paper are a component of the Apoala project, a research initiative focused on geographic data representation, visualization and analysis. One goal of the project is the construction of a Geographic Information System (GIS) capable of robust representation of complex and dynamic geographic phenomena. Tools for the extraction and visualization of periodicity will eventually be incorporated as a module within this GIS, and will contribute to the development of temporal analysis techniques in GIS in general.
The Apoala project incorporates research from diverse ®elds such as cartography, database design, cognitive science and exploratory data analysis (EDA). The tools described here encourage inductive examination of multivariate data through dynamic graphics and may be considered an addition to standard EDA techniques (Becker et al., 1988) . The visualization of spectral analysis is readily integrated with the existing EDA toolbox, which contains more familiar graphic devices like histograms, scatterplots and scatterplot matrices, often with the ability to be manipulated dynamically. EDA techniques have been shown to be particularly eective tools for the examination of georeferenced data (Monmonier, 1989; MacDougall, 1992; Cook et al., 1996) , and recent research extends graphical techniques such as scatterplots into multidimensional visualization of large spatial databases (Gahegan, 1998) .
As a visualization tool for examining data in space and time simultaneously, this application is an example of the use of dynamic computing environments to represent change through time and space. Comprehending the representation of multi-dimensional process, what MacEachren (1995) terms space±time feature analysis (STFA), is one of the most complex cognitive tasks for a user of a visualization system. Since the recognition of space±time periodicity facilitates not only feature identi®cation but also feature comparison, the ability to provide a concise visual and mathematical presentation of periodicity is a powerful exploratory data analysis tool.
Animation has proven to be an eective technique for inductive analysis of large geographical databases (Dorling and Openshaw, 1992; DiBiase et al., 1992a, b; Kraak and Klomp, 1995; Acevedo and Masuokai, 1997 ). Yet Dorling (1992a, b) correctly cautions that human visual memory is actually rather poor and an animated set of complex data representations loses signi®cant utility if a user does not have time to interpret the information. Interactivity is a necessary complement to animation; enabling users to control the pace, direction and selection of frames of an animated display is vital for the most complete understanding of the data. Interactivity is thus a basic need for¯exible user-centered visualization (Robertson, 1994; MacEachren and Kraak, 1997) .
Because space±time data sets and their corresponding spectral transformations are inherently threedimensional, creative methods of display, in addition to animation, are necessary for eective visualization and understanding. When a two-dimensional map of physical (or spectral) space is extruded to three dimensions, the result is a data`cloud' (Becker et al., 1988) which, to be most eectively interpreted, needs to be sliced, colored, shaded and otherwise interactively manipulated. The spectral visualization system described here employs many interactive tools for a variety of manipulations including animation control to facilitate understanding of complex geographical information.
The development environment
We chose to build our visualization tools using DX, which is intended for high-performance, parallel computing environments, and was well-suited to our needs:
. DX programs are built using a relatively easy-tounderstand visual programming language (Fig. 1) ; . DX possesses a robust set of pre-built visualization tools (or`modules') which can be easily adapted and incorporated into larger programs; . DX is capable of Fourier transformations; . DX is designed to be primarily a visualization tool, and as such, allows for sophisticated three-dimensional image rendering.
Although other programming languages exist which oer more extensive statistical tools (e.g. S-PLUS, Mathematica), it would have been less convenient to build such interactive visualization tools using these command line languages.
One limitation of our visualization system as currently implemented is computing speed: even with a moderately sized data set (1 MB), calculations take as much as ®fteen minutes on a dual-processor UltraSparc 2 workstation. We will be implementing these tools in a massively parallel environment (75-processor supercomputer), which may allow for genuine real-time analysis and display.
Visualizing spectral analysis
Spectral transformations have traditionally been analyzed using visual methods. Researchers are primarily interested in the relative magnitudes of the spectral signal among wavenumbers (as opposed to the magnitudes of individual wavenumbers), and such qualitative judgments can be made easily with visualization. Yet the extension of spectral transformations to multiple dimensions presents visualization challenges which are best overcome using methods that, with the advent of advanced computing, have only recently come into frequent use.
The Fourier decomposition
DX is supplied with a module that performs a discrete Fourier transformation (DFT), an approximation of an exact Fourier transformation (which would require a continuous spatial or temporal signal). The Fourier transformation reconstructs the shape of a series of spatial or temporal observations using a sum of well-de®ned trigonometric functions. This representation gives meaningful information about the relative importance of each term in the sum, and correspondingly, about the periodicity of the original signal. For a detailed summary and review of the use of spectral analysis methods, including Fourier and wavelet transformations, the reader is referred to Jenkins and Watts (1968) ; Yiou et al. (1996) .
Given an ideally periodic signal in one, two or even three dimensions, the utility of a spectral transformation provides little added knowledge over a visual inspection of the signal. Analyzing a two-dimensional surface resembling corrugated cardboard, for example, would not require a spectral transformation (other than to con®rm what is already apparent). The cyclic nature of the surface would be re¯ected in a single pronounced peak in the spectral representation corresponding to the direction and wavenumber of the periodicity. However, no phenomenon in earth science is ideally periodic and the use of spectral transformations to visualize periodicities in space and time series provides a useful way to distinguish meaningful pattern from noise.
The visualization tools
The representation of three-dimensional (x, y, t ) physical data is accomplished in the system with a data cloud, a`volume' of data with two spatial axes and a third temporal axis. By applying a DFT to such data, three-dimensional geographic space is remapped into three-dimensional spectral space, with spectral wavenumber (k i , i=x, y, z ) along each axis. The suite of tools described in this paper allows for exploration of both types of three-dimensional representations, the space±time`cube' in physical space and the Fourier cube' in spectral space. Both use a logical color scheme to indicate relative strength of an attribute (e.g. temperature or spectral power) and an analyst is free to rotate, pan and zoom the display. However, much of the information remains hidden within the interior of the cube and to adequately explore the entire cloud, slicing and isosurfacing tools were implemented.
Slicing, as the name implies, involves extracting a two-dimensional sample from the three-dimensional data volume. This data can be remapped onto a 2.5-dimensional surface, which accentuates relative attribute values with peaks and valleys. Furthermore, the vertical scale of this surface may be adjusted, as in terrain modeling in general, to facilitate visual decoding of the statistical surface. Color may be used to duplicate the attribute information represented by the height of the surface or may be used to represent an entirely dierent attribute in order to search visually for possible associations among attribute ®elds.
An isosurface is conceptually similar to a contour line, but in three dimensions. Using the isosurface tool, a researcher can interactively establish a threshold value of the mapped attribute, and values above that threshold are encased within the isosurface. The isosurfacing visually strips away data from the cube exposing high or low values within the data volume. In the Fourier cube, the greatest spectral power may be associated with the smallest wavenumbers, which are embedded in the interior of the volume.
Slicing may be considered to be a variety of the EDA technique`brushing', in which a subset of data is interactively highlighted, exposing the context or relationship of that subset to the whole. Isosurfacing, on the other hand, is analogous to`focusing', in which users are allowed to isolate and identify outliers and signi®cant trends using a manipulable threshold value (Howard and MacEachren, 1995; . Whereas focusing reduces the amount of data displayed, brushing visually enhances portions of the entire data set.
Since isosurfacing retains the three dimensionality of the display, slicing can be used in concert with isosurfacing to pinpoint features or locations of each isosurfaced region in physical or spectral space. In addition, the cross-sectional slicing can be animated giving the user the advantages aorded by animation for geographic representation (Kraak and MacEachren, 1994) .
The use of the speci®c visualization tools described above is illustrated now using three examples: an ideally periodic two-dimensional ®eld, an ideally periodic three-dimensional ®eld, and ®nally, a space±time data set of daily temperature maxima over several months from a region in Pennsylvania.
Visualizing periodicity in idealized data sets
A two-dimensional ®eld was constructed using a linear combination of four trigonometric functions:
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The ®eld is presented in Fig. 2A as a 2 .5-dimensional surface, the height of which is proportional to the attribute value at each location. The resulting surface resembles an egg tray. The two-dimensional spectral transformation of the surface (Fig. 2B) is peaked at six locations (the peak for each function is re¯ected around the origin). The height of the peaks re¯ects the strength of the amplitude of the corresponding physical waveform; the tallest peak corresponds to the term in the combination contri- Fig. 2. (A) Surface of idealized 2D trigonometric function. Dominant structure in y dimension is period of wavenumber k y =6, visible as six complete cycles (of amplitude 4) along y axis. Less dominant structure can be seen in x dimension (wavenumber k x =5, amplitude 2). (B) Discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) of surface in (A). Dominant periodicity is evident as spikes at k y = 2 6 and k x =25. O-axis spikes at k i =(210, 212) indicate presence of diagonal periodicity (structure not aligned with either axis).
buting most to the variance of the`observations'. In this case, the tallest peak, at k y = 2 6, is associated with the large wave that completes six cycles in the y dimension over the observation ®eld.
The previous two-dimensional idealized surface may be a set of observations from a single time or layer extracted from a long series of such sets. This third dimension may also exhibit periodicity (Fig. 3) , and can be spectrally decomposed simultaneously with the other dimensions, yielding a three-dimensional spectral representation (Fig. 4) . Such a representation contains embedded data points corresponding to the idealized periods of the physical data. An isosurface threshold of 0.5 Â (maximum spectral power) exposes those wavenumbers with the greatest spectral power (Fig.  4A) ; relaxing this threshold to 0.2 Â (maximum spectral power) allows for the`discovery' of waveforms of lower amplitude (Fig. 4B) . The wavenumbers associated with these data points can be isolated using the slicing tool ( Fig. 4A and B) ; a slice may be interactively passed along the length of any of the axes, and when the slice intersects one of the isosurfaced features, the feature is highlighted with a colored halo.
Exploring periodicities in a climate data set
Not every possible periodic spatial and spatio-tem- Fig. 3 . 3D physical data volume of idealized trigonometric function, showing periodicity in three dimensions. Surface in Fig. 2A is extracted from two dierent slices in data volume; slices might represent temporal snapshots of physical phenomenon. Fig. 4 . 3D DFT of data volume in Fig. 3 . Exploring interior of this`Fourier volume' is demonstrated here using both isosurfacing and slicing. In (A), all points in Fourier volume with spectral power 0.5 Â max are encased with gray surface. Location of points of interest may be identi®ed with translucent planes (slices) which transect volume in each dimension. When slice transects isosurface, isosurface is outlined with halo of color representing dimension that particular slice (e.g. blue=k t dimension). In (b), isosurface value is relaxed to 0.2 Â max, increasing number of highlighted points in Fourier volume. Slices have been moved by user to identify location of large data point at k i =(0, 0, 5).
poral phenomenon is represented in the examples above; much more complex idealized phenomena could be envisioned and illustrated. We now turn our attention to a situation for which this tool is designed: the analysis and exploration of a real-world environmental data set.
Our suite of visualization tools was applied to a spatio-temporal data set of maximum daily temperature and total daily precipitation for a portion of central Pennsylvania. The spatial extent of the gridded climate data is approximately 300 Â 300 km, and the temporal extent is 180 days. This data has a four-kilometer resolution, interpolated from approximately 150 weather stations across the region.
In addition to the ®gures provided herein, more detailed examples of the exploration of this and other data sets are provided at the web site note listed at the end of the article.
Within the 180-day temperature data set, represented in physical (x, y, t ) space by the space±time volume in Fig. 5 , coherent, clearly de®ned periodicities emerged after a Fourier transformation was applied. Isosurfacing reveals an elongated series of high spectral power oriented along the k t axis, indicating that the dominant periodicity in this data set is temporal (Fig. 6) . In other words, temperatures¯uctuate in unison over the entire region. Fine-tuning the isosurface threshold value further reveals interesting periodicity in the temperature data set. For example, there is a relatively strong signal at wavenumber k t =8, corresponding to a 22-day cycle (180 days/8) in temperature maxima over the entire region. In addition, a relative maximum of spectral at k t =0, and o-axis k x,y =(5, 7) (highlighted with slicing tools in Fig. 6 ) indicates regular and persistent temperature variation aligned approximately southeast to northwest, perhaps a result of the ridgeand-valley topography of central Pennsylvania. The overall structure of the isosurfaced regions is especially informative because, at a glance, it summarizes the periodic behavior of the data set over a range of scales (bounded by the resolution and extent of the data).
The isosurfacing techniques lead to more informed use of the slicing tool by highlighting`hot spots' in the Fourier representation (Fig. 6) . The volume can be sliced in any of the three dimensions; slicing along the k t axis (i.e. holding temporal wavenumber constant), for example, captures the spatial periodicity associated with a given temporal frequency. In other words, this allows a climatologist to posit the question`what spatial structure is associated with a 22-day cycle?' The highest peaks on the 2.5-dimensional representation of this k t slice (analogous to Fig. 2b ) portray the most clearly de®ned spatial periodicities at that given temporal scale. Random patterns or noise in the physical data produce relatively smooth surfaces with no discernible peaks.
Because the data are collected at point samples within the study area, precipitation values for many of the cells within the data are estimated. Although a review of interpolation methods is beyond the scope of this paper, our analysis provided an unexpected insight into the quality of the interpolation method itself. A subtle, yet persistent,`ripple' was discovered that ran across the surface of many of the time slices. Although possibly a genuine climatological phenomenon, the geometric regularity of this structure led us to hypothesize that it was a bias introduced into the data as a result of the interpolation process. It should be noted, however, that this`ripple' was an order of magnitude smaller than the signals produced by real climate phenomena, and therefore does not severely compromise the quality of either the climate data or our analysis.
Conclusion
By combining two established analytical techniques, spectral analysis and interactive geographic visualization, our approach facilitates the inductive identi®-cation of geographic phenomena, their behavior and their dominant scales. It is hoped that our approach will spur questions about the nature of geographic phenomena and processes: what they are, how we recognize them and how they should be analyzed.
Note that the patterns and structures revealed in the data sets are de®ned by two processes that are very susceptible to error and misinterpretation: quantitative analysis and human cognition. Data collection, interpolation, and statistical techniques themselves may all produce numerical patterns that simply do not exist in reality. A case in point was the ripple found on the statistical surface generated from the Fourier transformation of the precipitation data, most likely an artifact of the interpolation process. In addition, the very ability of humans to visually abstract pattern from noise with such skill can lead us to see pattern where there is none, such as pictures in clouds and the man in the moon (MacEachren and Ganter, 1990) . Caution is therefore advised in interpreting the results of any visualization; nevertheless, our examples demonstrate that the most prominent periodicities are clearly representative of some real-world pattern.
What, then, can be learned from understanding periodicity in geographic data using these tools? Some of these periodicities that may be found indicate the existence of geographic phenomena for which we already have names, such as summer thunderstorm. However, some spatial and temporal structures revealed by this technique may be surprising, and even counter-intuitive, suggesting some as yet unaccountedfor systematic geographic pattern. Hence, it is a methodology designed not simply to arrive at a speci®c`solution', but to stimulate hypotheses and generate new insight about the nature of spatial and temporal behavior of environmental phenomena.
